Building
Business
Efficiencies

business improvement is a journey not a race

How can you easily build
efficiencies within your
business by mapping processes?

www.prydis.com

Key Benefits
Business Efficiencies
Ensuring efficiencies in
working practices are
harnessed and adopted by
the whole business

Consistency
Full staff process manuals to
ensure consistency in
working practices giving
auditability and
accountability.

Cost Savings
Easily identify cost savings
by adopting best practice
processes

As Directors of Prydis we knew we needed to assess our internal processes.
We are a growing business and couldn’t carry on without having formal
processes. Having Jigsaw Tree help us map our desired processes ensured
we focused on what good looked like and not just what we had always
done. We can now see how changing our working practices is giving us
consistency and efficiency throughout the business.
– James Priday

Managing Director, Prydis Wealth

Key Services
•
•
•
•

Process Mapping Workshops
Establish who does what and when
Re-modeling of “as is” processes to best practice
Comparison of current processes against best practice processes

Based in Exeter, Prydis Wealth is a firm of Chartered Financial Planners
providing wealth management services to private clients, pension funds,
Trusts and charities.
As a growing company the Directors at Prydis realised they needed to look at their
internal processes to help build efficiencies within the business and to understand who
was involved in the processes and at what point. Whilst they were originally
looking at using Visio, Jigsaw Tree demonstrated that by using their preferred
modeling software, Engage Modeler, they would get easy to understand
process maps, analysis on time spent per process/per role and ultimately
the average cost to the business for each process carried out.
To see where savings could be made, Prydis began the journey by holding
Process mapping workshops, with Jigsaw Tree facilitating these, to map
their ‘as is’ processes. By then amending processes to replicate their
desired ‘best practice’ a comparison was run showing time and cost savings if
new these practices were adopted.
Once the best practice processes were signed off by the business these were
distributed to internal teams to ensure all members of staff’s working practices were
fully aligned to best practice.
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